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“The third edition of this expansive regional resource 
provides data for over 1,300 populated places within the 
states of North Carolina and South Carolina… Most of the 
data has been gathered from the U.S. Census Bureau’s 
American Community Survey, 2009-2013 in addition to the 
long-form 2010 census, but other focused surveys are used 
as well. The addition of new data categories, rankings, and 
supplemental historical and general information helps to 
make this volume the “most comprehensive portrait of 
the states of North Carolina and South Carolina ever 
published.” The four-color About North (South) Carolina 
section employs maps, timelines, charts, a photo collection, 
and more to give users an overall sense of the state’s 
history, government, geography, and demographics.  The 
main Profiles section, organized by county, offers current 
government statistics in addition to original research for 
each place in the state (as outlined above) reflecting data 
on such topics as ancestry, housing, economy, education, 
and religion. This third edition includes new categories 
regarding public and private health insurance, 
veterans, language(s) spoken at home, and people with 
disabilities. There is also a helpful place-name index at 
the end of this section. Other sections include 
Comparative Statistics, Community Rankings (new to this 
edition), Education (including state profile and school 
district rankings), Ancestry and Ethnicity, and Climate. Key 
to understanding all of this data is the vastly helpful user 
guide found at the beginning of the volume. It, too, is 
separated into four sections and provides information such 
as definitions and sources for all covered data items. 
Readers looking for historical, demographic, and 
statistical insight into these two southern states will 
find abundant information in this generous and well-
researched resource.” 

-ARBA 
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